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Rupee to open flat on mixed Asian cues

Indian rupee set for a muted start amid mixed Asian currencies. Rupee
could get support from lower crude oil and foreign fund inflows. Rupee
will have upper hand over dollar amid rebound in economic activities
and dollar inflows, while central banks remain a side from dollar
buying.

Spot USDINR is having support at 74.30 and resistance at 75.50.

Asian stocks looked set for a mixed start today after strong gains
Monday that were carried into the U.S., while the dollar fell for a fifth
day. The greenback slides to the weakest since June 10 as risk-on
sentiment sapped demand for havens.

Oil edged lower with investors concerned that lackluster demand
through the summer months will weigh on the market’s recovery.

Market is reacting to the news of a vaccine for the novel coronavirus, if
one is discovered, which is six months away at the earliest. The worse
news is that any such shot will eventually wear off. Globally, the pace
of new infections in Japan, Iran and elsewhere is raising concerns
about a fresh wave. India’s epidemic is now the third-biggest in the
world, surpassing Russia.

Trump is preparing to issue a series of executive orders on a range of
subjects, including China, manufacturing, immigration and prescription
drug prices, his chief of staff, Mark Meadows, said Monday. This will
further add fuel to on going US China trade tensions.

There's fresh investor interest in the implications of Joe Biden beating
Donald Trump in November. Markets will probably start considering the
policy implications at the end of this month or early August at the
latest.

CURRENCY MOVEMENT

GLOBAL EQUITY MARKETS

Particular
Current 

Price
Prev. Close Chg. % Chg.

Nifty 10763.7 10607.4 156.3 1.47%

Sensex 36487.3 36021.4 465.9 1.29%

Hang-Seng 26399.4 26339.2 60.2 0.23%

Nikkei 22567.3 22714.4 -147.2 -0.65%

Shanghai 3364.4 3332.9 31.5 0.95%

S&P Index 3179.7 3130.0 49.7 1.59%

Dow Jones 26287.0 25827.4 459.7 1.78%

Nasdaq 10433.7 10207.6 226.0 2.21%

FTSE 6285.9 6157.3 128.6 2.09%

CAC 5081.5 5007.1 74.4 1.49%

DAX 12733.5 12528.2 205.3 1.64%

Particular
Current 

Price
Prev. Close Chg. % Chg.

USDINR 74.6850 74.6413 0.0437 0.06%

DXY Index 96.7250 96.7250 0.0000 0.00%

EURUSD 1.1314 1.1309 0.0005 0.04%

GBPUSD 1.2499 1.2492 0.0007 0.06%

USDJPY 107.36 107.35 0.01 0.01%

USDINR 1M NDF 74.8200 74.8300 -0.0100 -0.01%
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USDINR July Futures :

 USDINR July futures formed another Doji candlestick after stiff fall on
Thursday. That indicates indecisiveness among traders.

 Momentum oscillators and indicators entered in oversold zone.
 The pair is having support at 74 and resistance at 75.50. The bias remains

bearish with view of sell on bounce.

USDINR JULY FUT. DAILY CHARTS
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CURRENCIES PRICE ACTION

TECHNICAL LEVELS

Currency  Pairs Open High Low Close Chg.
Open 

Interest

Chg. In 

OI
Volume

Chg.in 

Volume

NSE INRUSD Future Jul20 74.7700 74.9775 74.6000 74.7800 -0.08 1855719 141299 2119138 -172469

NSE EURINR Future Jul20 84.0000 84.6675 83.9550 84.5800 0.58 110178 5588 134276 -15343

NSE GBPINR Future Jul20 93.2800 93.7400 93.2500 93.5425 0.31 46222 -3380 186212 -21360

NSE JPYINR Future Jul20 69.5000 69.6700 69.3100 69.5625 -0.13 29279 805 39102 3435

NSE EURUSD Fut    Jul20 1.1272 1.1400 1.1272 1.1314 0.69 3284 726 1737 231

NSE GBPUSD Fut    Jul20 1.2483 1.2511 1.2479 1.2507 0.40 2046 636 2503 -673

NSE USDJPY Fut    Jul20 107.60 107.69 107.48 107.52 0.03 17 1 20 #VALUE!

Currency Pairs LAST PIVOT Supt.3 Supt.2 Supt.1 Resi.1 Resi.2 Resi.3

NSE INRUSD Future Jul20 74.7800 74.7858 73.8450 74.4083 74.5942 74.9717 75.1633 75.3492

NSE EURINR Future Jul20 84.5800 84.4008 82.5300 83.6883 84.1342 84.8467 85.1133 85.5592

NSE GBPINR Future Jul20 93.5425 93.5108 92.2700 93.0208 93.2817 93.7717 94.0008 94.2617

NSE JPYINR Future Jul20 69.5625 69.5142 68.5900 69.1542 69.3583 69.7183 69.8742 70.0783

NSE EURUSD Fut    Jul20 1.1314 1.1329 1.1016 1.1201 1.1257 1.1385 1.1457 1.1513

NSE GBPUSD Fut    Jul20 1.2507 1.2499 1.2415 1.2467 1.2487 1.2519 1.2531 1.2551

NSE USDJPY Fut    Jul20 107.52 107.56 107.06 107.35 107.44 107.65 107.77 107.86
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